Cue: MONICA: Let's go to bed.

Flirtatious; Moderate $\frac{7}{8}=104$

C \quad Em/G \quad C \quad Em/G \quad C \quad Em/G

4. DAVID: [A] MONICA: I'm really tired, David. MONICA: I know, but it's late.

Don't go back to sleep____ The sun's al-most up_____ Let's

C \quad Em/G \quad C \quad Em/G \quad C \quad Em/G \quad Fm/D \quad F^o \quad F^o


just stay a -wake_____ and take the night off_______ The

C \quad Em/G \quad C \quad Em/G \quad Dm \quad F/G \quad G
You're pretending they're not missing

But kids will be fine

They have G-P-S

C  Em/G  C  Em/G  Fm/D  F°

they could turn their phones off

Let's just wait and see

So call the police

With the

F°  C  Em/G  C  Em/G  G7

Excited, faster 140

house to ourselves we have so many choices, our kids flew the nest so we
_ can raise our voices Punch in the wall and sing out our rejoic-es be-

I always thought I had to play the mother

cause we are home alone

Like a secret agent liv-ing under-cover You make me see we on-

3. Home Alone
(Monica, David)
3. Home Alone
(Monica, David)

- ly need each other Because we are home alone

36 \[\text{Smooth Waltz} \quad \text{C} \quad \text{=164} \]

Final ly some peace and quiet

42

Sudden ly relax and unwind

Final ly I can cheat on my diet
Suddenly I'm changing my mind
Since we're all by ourselves

Since we're all by ourselves
We can

Be Macaulay Culkin and start our drug relapse

or order a pizza and rig some booby traps

(Monica)

(David)
It might since we're home alone.

Surely the house won't get flooded and collapse.

Turn on the Netflix I think the Grinch is on.

Watch The Polar Express since we
3. Home Alone
(Monica, David)

Act like Buddy in Elf so we can sing along, we can
know all the songs

watch what we want because we are home alone
watch what we want because we are home alone
3. Home Alone  
(Monica, David)
go back to sleep  The sun's barely up

Let's not stay awake  I'm taking the

The children snuck out. Let's pretend that they're not missing night off

Excited, faster \( \frac{J}{=} 140 \)
Stay warm in-side in stead_ of re-mi nisc-ing Hold me and show me that lips__are meant for kiss-ing, be

cause we are home a- lone__ Let's pull an all-nighter and have__some fun to geth - er

mem-ber the days when we__were su-per clev - er, not par-ents or lov - ers but best_friends for ev - er Be

not par-ents or lov - ers but best_friends for ev - er Be
cause we are home a - lone

Because we are home a - lone

poco a poco decrescendo

Be - cause we are home a - lone

Be - cause we are home a - lone

mp